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Abstract - Light alloy materials are used in launch vehicle

structures due to its high specific strength and high specific
stiffness. Availability, ease of fabrication, low cost makes
aluminum alloys a major construction material in launch
vehicle structures. There are primary and secondary
structures in launch vehicles. Interstage structure is a
primary structure in launch vehicles which is located in
between the liquid and solid propellant tanks. The interstage
is subjected to various forces imposed by launch vehicles,
and must be designed to withstand these loads. Various types
of construction such as monocoque, waffle, isogrid, closely
stiffened and sandwich constructions are used for interstage
structure. Isogrid is a lattice of ribs forming pockets of
contiguous repetitive equilateral triangular pattern for
integral stiffening of skin. The isogrid structure has the
advantage to withstand both compressive and bending loads
and also offers lower weight and high structural efficiency.
Isogrid structure is the best choice for achieving the payload
gain in launch vehicles. The main aim of the study is to
design a cylindrical interstage structure using isogrid
construction. The structure is designed for combination of
axial force and bending moment. Stability of the structure is
arrived through FE analysis and a comparison with design
standards were utilized to arrive at an optimum design.
Key Words: Isogrid, Interstage, Monocoque, Buckling,
Cylindrical shell, Cutout

1. INTRODUCTION
Launch vehicles are built as an assemblage of several stages,
which may be solid, liquid, cryogenic etc depending on the
propulsion systems, employed. Launch vehicle structures are
classified as primary and secondary structures. Interstage
structure is a primary structure in launch vehicle which is
located in between the liquid and solid propellant tanks.
Interstage structure is configured as a cylindrical structure
with isogrid construction having a diameter of 4000mm and
a height of 2750mm which has to accommodate the dome
profile of the two propellant tanks with which it interfaces. It
is connected to the tanks through bolted joints at the fore
and aft end.
Different types of construction via. monocoque, closely
stiffened, sandwich, waffle and isogrid structures are used
for the realization of cylindrical strcutures. Monocoque is a
structure consisting of skin without any reinforcement
stiffeners. The monocoque structure has the lowest buckling
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strength compared to other techniques. The monocoque
structure fails due to local or skin instability failure. In
integrally stiffened construction, the skin and the stiffeners
act as an integral unit without the provisions for any kind of
connections. These modes of integral stiffening can be
achieved by the use of an isogrid structure which consists of
a skin stiffened integrally with repetitive arrangement of
triangular stiffening ribs oriented in 60° pattern. Isogrid
structure finds its applications mainly in aerospace
structures due to its lower weight, lower construction cost
and high efficiency in load carrying capacity.

2. ISOGRID STRUCTURES
Isogrid is a lattice of ribs forming pockets of contiguous
repetitive equilateral triangular pattern for integral stiffening
of skin. Isogrid behaves like an isotropic material with no
directions of instability and poison's ratio of 1/3 has the
advantage to resist both compressive and bending loads. Ribs
can assume any geometric pattern. The rectangular or waffle
pattern, originally developed was used occasionally. But
rectangles are inefficient because only ribs in the loading
direction gets more stress and the ribs in the perpendicular
direction are idling. A triangular isogrid, in contrast,
distributes the load among all ribs. With every member doing
its share of the work, dead weight is virtually eliminated. The
simplest isotropic stiffening pattern is the one with a network
of 60ᵒ equilateral triangles and can carry combined loads.
Isogrid lattice is a complete structure by itself ie, it can
effectively resist tension, compression, shear and bending
loads. The skin has the same capabilities as it is also stiffened
by such a lattice. Therefore, either skin or lattice can be
locally reinforced to handle local loads or discontinuities
from cutouts.

Fig 1 Isogrid Panel
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3. MATERIAL SELECTION

For reducing the total mass and cost of the isogrid structure,
the equivalent weight thickness should be kept minimum.

The selection of materials used for isogrid structures are
based on weldability, machinability and chemical milling
considerations required for each component of launch
vehicle. These properties of materials are associated with
the ability of the material to carry the mechanical forces and
loads. The modulus of elasticity of materials chosen is an
important parameter as it is directly related to buckling and
deflection characteristics. Lighter and stiffer constructions
are required for aircrafts. A structural engineer must choose
a material with high specific stiffness and high specific
strength along with other desirable characteristics. Also the
fabrication process and types of heat treatment process on
the material must be considered. Aluminum alloys are
widely used materials in launch vehicles. Although the
strength and stiffness of these alloys are not high compared
to some other materials, they are more efficient. The
aluminum alloys are inexpensive, easily formed and
machined and are easily available. The 2xxx series
aluminum alloys are commonly used in launch vehicle.

4.2 Failure modes of Isogrid
The isogrid parameters which ensure simultaneous failure of
isogrid strcuture are:
General Instability
For a cylinder with L/R ratio ≤ 10 and subjected to combined
bending and axial compression, the critical buckling load is
given by
Ncr(1) = c0E (t2/R)β, where c0 = 0.397
On general instability Margin of safety,
MS1 =

-1

Where, applied edge load,

4. DESIGN OF ISOGRID STRUCTURE
Buckling is the primary mode of failure in cylindrical shell
structures subjected to uniform axial compression. The
isogrid design parameters are skin thickness (t), rib width
(b), rib depth(d), triangle height(h) and leg of triangle(a).

Skin Buckling

4.1 Dimensional and Non Dimensional Parameters

On skin buckling Margin of safety,

These parameters ensure simultaneous failure of isogrid
structure by local skin buckling, rib crippling and general
instability. It ensures minimum weight to the structure. The
other non-dimensional parameters used in Isogrid sizing are

MS2 =

α=

The critical stress for skin buckling is given by
Ncr(2) = c1Et(1+α) t2/h2, where c1 = 10.2

-1

Rib Crippling
The critical stress for rib crippling is given by
Ncr(3) = c2Et(1+α)b2/d2, where c2 =0.616

β = [3α (1+δ) 2 + (1+α) (1+ α δ2)]1/2

On rib crippling Margin of safety,

δ=

MS3 =

An equivalent skin thickness and equivalent modulus is
produced by combining the rib and skin elements so that the
structure can be made as an equivalent monocoque
structure.

4.3 Loads Considered
LOADS

-1

Table 1: Loads Applied
FORE END

Axial force (kN)

-275

Bending moment (kNm)

2203

Equivalent modulus =

Shear force (kN)

148

Weight thickness which determines the structure weight is
given by,

Equivalent axial load (kN)

-2478

Ultimate load (kN)

3100

Equivalent skin thickness =

tw = t (1+3α)
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4.4 Design Parameters

For skin, treq = t0 (1+0.52+1.54)

The various parameters used for design of an isogrid
structure is shown in table 2

where  = a/r
The reinforcement provided around the cutout region is
shown in Table 3

Table 2. Geometry Description

Table 3. Reinforcement Provided near Cutout

ISOGRID PANEL GEOMETRY

DETAILS

Total thickness, d+t (mm)

20

Rib thickness, b (mm)

1.5

skin thickness, ts (mm)

1.4

Triangle side, a (mm)

100

Triangle height, h= 0.866 a (mm)

86.6

Radius,R (mm)

2000

Modulus of elasticity,E (N/mm2)

68670

Poissons ratio

0.33

Equivalent thickness, t* (mm)

15.77

Equivalent modulus, E* (N/mm2)

7497.45

t for mass (mm)

2.36

Ncr1 ( N/mm)

370.28

Ncr2 ( N/mm)

315.25

Ncr3 (N/mm)

473.78

MS on skin buckling

0.88

MS on global buckling

0.6

5. FE MODEL DESCRIPTION

MS on rib buckling

1.4

In this study, the isogrid and monocoque structures were
idealized as a shell structure in which much iteration were
carried out to optimize the skin and rib thickness. Static and
buckling analysis was done for each of the structure and is
modeled and analyzed using FEAST. The corresponding
displacements, stresses and buckling load factors are
analyzed and compared for monocoque, isogrid and isogrid
with cutout structures.

For rib, Areq = A0 (1+0.52+1.54)
Impact Factor value: 7.211

Rib
thickness

1st pocket reinforcement

4.88

12

2nd pocket reinforcement

3.19

6.98

3rd pocket reinforcement

2.92

4.87

Fig 2. Cutout Reinforcement

Cutouts are provided in the structure to access and assemble
mechanical modules, actuators and electronic components
while assembly. The cutouts in the structure can cause
localized stress concentrations and that can be reduced by
providing various schemes of reinforcement. A cost effective
method to eliminate the effect of cutout is to affix
appropriate reinforcement around the cutout region. The
cutout reinforcement is obtained as

|

Skin
thickness

Isogrid with nine cutouts were assessed to access and
assemble mechanical systems. Different iterations were
carried out to optimize the skin and rib thickness and cutout
reinforcement. The cutout region showing the reinforcement
is shown in Fig 1.

4.5 Cutout Reinforcement
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5.1 Monocoque Structure
Equivalent monocoque structure is idealized as shell
element having equivalent thickness of 15.77 mm and
equivalent modulus of 7497.45 N/mm2 for compression load
of 3100. Material property is assumed to be isotropic and the
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boundary condition assumed to be fixed. The structure is
analyzed for static and buckling.

5.3 Isogrid Structure with Cutout
Isogrid cylindrical structure with cutouts is idealized as shell
element having skin thickness of 2.8mm, rib thickness of
4mm and elastic modulus as 68670 N/mm2 for compression
load of 3100 kN. Also edge thickness is assumed as 16mm
and splicing thickness as 12mm. Cutout reinforcement is
provided as shown in Table 3. Material property is assumed
to be isotropic and boundary condition is assumed to be
fixed. The structure is analyzed for static and buckling.

Fig 3. Monocoque Strcuture

5.2 Isogrid Structure
In this study, isogrid cylindrical structure is idealized as shell
element having skin thickness of 1.4mm, rib thickness of
1.5mm and elastic modulus as 68670 N/mm2 for
compression load of 3100 kN. Material property is assumed
to be isotropic and boundary condition is assumed to be
fixed. The structure is analyzed for static and buckling.

Fig 5. Isogrid with Cutout

6. RESULTS
Buckling load factor is shown in Fig 6 and mass comparison
is shown in Fig 7. Comparison of monocoque, isogrid and
isogrid with cutout are tabulated in Table 4.

Fig 6. Comparison of Buckling load factor for monocoque,
isogrid and isogrid structure with cutout

Fig 4. Isogrid Structure
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The mass of the structure is minimum for isogrid
structure compared with equivalent monocoque
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